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Who Is Pope Francis Who Was
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In his first book published as Pope, and in conjunction with
the Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy, Pope Francis here invites all humanity to an intimate
and personal dialogue on the subject closest to his heart—mercy—which has long been the
cornerstone of his faith and is now the central teaching of his papacy. In this
conversation with Vatican reporter Andrea Tornielli, Francis explains—through memories
from his youth and moving anecdotes from his experiences as a pastor—why “mercy is the
first attribute of God.” God “does not want anyone to be lost. His mercy is infinitely
greater than our sins,” he writes. As well, the Church cannot close the door on anyone,
Francis asserts—on the contrary, its duty is to go out into the world to find its way
into the consciousness of people so that they can assume responsibility for, and move
away from, the bad things they have done. The first Jesuit and the first South American
to be elected Bishop of Rome, Pope Francis has traveled around the world spreading God’s
message of mercy to the largest crowds in papal history. Clear and profound, The Name of
God Is Mercy resonates with this desire to reach all those who are looking for meaning in
life, a road to peace and reconciliation, and the healing of physical and spiritual
wounds. It is being published in more than eighty countries around the world. “The name
of God is mercy. There are no situations we cannot get out of, we are not condemned to
sink into quicksand.”—Pope Francis Praise for The Name of God Is Mercy “Francis speaks
succinctly—and with refreshing forthrightness. . . . He emphasizes moral sincerity over
dogma, an understanding of the complexities of the world and individual experience over
rigid doctrine. . . . The pope has an easy conversational style that moves effortlessly
between folksy sayings and erudite allusions, between common-sense logic and impassioned
philosophical insights.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times “What makes his book most
moving is the way in which this man, without disrespecting his own privacy or offering
false bromides of modesty, opens the sacred space of his conscience to explain how he
came to center his ministry, and now his papacy, around mercy.”—James Carroll, The New
Yorker “As he has done throughout his papacy, Pope Francis shows in this book a
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compelling way to present God’s love anew to a skeptical world without denying the
ancient teachings of faith. But now he is challenging the entire Church to trek a new way
forward.”—Time “Francis enjoys sharing personal stories of God’s grace and mercy in the
lives of parishioners from his native Argentina, people he has known and who have
recognized themselves as sinners.”—The Washington Post “Powerful . . . Francis’s book
signals a plea for a change of attitude on the part of the faithful and their pastors. .
. . Bishops and priests will talk and quarrel over the text for months, even years to
come. And that, perhaps, is what Francis intends.”—Financial Times “Deepens his calls for
a more merciful Catholic Church . . . The question-and-answer book is told in simple,
breezy language, with the pope referring to experiences and people in his own
life.”—Newsday “Francis has offered his most detailed outline yet for the role of the
Catholic church in the modern era.”—National Catholic Reporter Translated by Oonagh
Stransky
This board book mainly for infants and toddlers shares the loving words of Pope Francis.
With inspiring words and vibrant illustrations, Pope Francis Says... shows children how
to live as Christians and know they are loved by God.
A collection of interviews with the newly-elected pope highlights his life, his vocation,
and his views on such issues as prayer, celibacy, the sex scandals in the church, and
Argentina's Dirty War.
Pope Francis met with French reporter and sociologist Dominique Wolton for an
unprecedented series of twelve fascinating and timely conversations—open dialogues
revolving around the political, cultural, and religious issues dominating communication
and conflict around the world—now published in A Future of Faith: The Path of Change in
Politics and Society. Inspiring and insightful, Pope Francis’s views on immigration,
poverty, diversity, globalization, and more are borne from his Christian faith and basic
humanity. Meeting the challenges of the twenty-first century requires compassion for
those in need, a willingness to work towards common goals without domineering other
cultures, and the ability to negotiate with trust, respect, and dignity. And for the
first time, Pope Francis shares insights into his own personality, and the formation of
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his faith, including his experience with psychotherapy, and some of the most important
women in his upbringing. Controversial, bold, personal, and illuminating— A Future of
Faith will serve to be essential reading for not only Catholics, but those who want to
see how the “people’s pope” confronts the social injustices of the world with the
foresight to create positive change.
The Name of God is Mercy
God Is Young
Pope Francis: Catholic Spiritual Leader
A Pope Francis Lexicon
The Future of the Catholic Church with Pope Francis
From the End of the Earth to Rome
From the moment he was elected into the papacy, Pope Francis has captured the attention of the world with his humility, charisma,
and reformist spirit. This one-of-a-kind, illustrated biography of the first Jesuit pope offers more than 250 photographs and 50
removable documents from Francis's life. Written by Vatican Radio reporter Marie Duhamel, this intimate portrait includes his
parents emigration from Italy, his birth as Jorge Mario Bergoglio in 1936, his love of soccer and opera as a child, the pneumonia that
nearly cost him his life as a young adult, his calling to the priesthood, and his first encounter with poverty as a missionary in Chile that
would change his life. Duhamel chronicles Francis's rise from priest to bishop to cardinal to the papacy and how, along the way, he
impressed many people-and alienated some-with his courage to stand up to authority and his dedication to helping the poor. Enclosed
documents such as his baptism certificate, photographs from his childhood, pages from a school notebook, handwritten notes as pope,
and even a support card for his beloved San Lorenzo soccer club, further illuminate his life and create a lasting keepsake of this pope
of the people.
Pope Francis has often expressed his concern for the urgent pastoral needs of families in today's society. Underscoring that deep love
and concern for the family, the Pope has spent many months speaking on this subject in his weekly Wednesday audience talks. This
book is a collection of all of those talks about the family from Dec. 17, 2014 to Sept. 16, 2015. The Pope covers a wide variety of
important subjects directly related to family life, speaking in his personal style that offers wisdom and practical insights for the
modern family. His words are for families in general, and also directed to the important roles of all those specific persons who make
up family life – husbands, wives, parents, children and grandparents. He emphasizes the deep crisis that the family and marriage are
undergoing in the Western world, and says that the family is "a new mission field for the Church." He challenges families today to be
witnesses to the world of love, fidelity, and service. Some of the specific topics his talks address include: the example of the Holy
Family of Nazareth; transmitting the faith; educating the children; family prayer; complementarity of male and female; celebration in
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family life; mercy and forgiveness; dealing with illness and death; learning the value of work; poverty and economic struggles;
evangelizing the culture, and much more. Throughout his addresses, the Holy Father especially emphasizes the primary role of God
and faith in family life, and the crucial importance of regular family prayer to draw on God's grace for strength, love, joy and unity
within the home. "The true joy which we experience in the family is not superficial; it does not come from material objects, from the
fact that everything seems to be going well. . . . True joy comes from a profound harmony between persons, something which we all feel
in our hearts." – Pope Francis
Prizewinning historian Garry Wills argues that changes have been the evidence of life in the Catholic Church. It has often changed,
sometimes with unwanted consequences, more often with good. In this brilliant and incisive study, he gives seven examples of deep and
serious change that have taken place (or is taking place) within the last century. As Wills contends, it is only by examining the history
of the Church that we can understand Pope Francis's and the Church's challenges.
Pope Francis's impact on the modern world has already proved extraordinary. It is no surprise that he was voted Time magazine's
Person of the Year (in 2013), joining the likes of Martin Luther King (1964) and President John F. Kennedy (1961). Francis has turned
the Catholic Church upside-down, flung open the windows of the Vatican and started to purge the church of corruption, nepotism and
financial skulduggery. But above all he is engaged with the poor, the starving and the marginalised. He has made important visits to
troubled spots in the world and invariably people say his appearances change everything. Pope Francis is in constant dialogue with the
outside world and with the universal Catholic Church. He likes being asked questions, finding it easy to respond, and maintains a good
relationship with the press. In this new book are some of his most valuable engagements in dialogue form with people of all sorts and
kinds. On the one hand, there is his recent engagement with priests in Colombia who are locked in a struggle for human rights. In
another lengthy piece, he talks about the importance of scripture, in a way which shows how this is a living source of inspiration. Also
included are the texts of the Pope's most recent addresses in Myanmar, Peru and Chile. Open to God: Open to the World offers a
fascinating glimpse into the mind and workings of this entirely different Pope. As we see in these conversations the Franciscan
revolution is under way and, in spite of Francis's critics, the revolution will roll on and new horizons will be opened for the one and a
half billion Catholics in the world today.
Francis, Pope of Good Promise
A Passionate Meditation on Earthly Existence
Francis: A Pope for Our Time
The Mystery of a Most Beloved Prayer
Who Is Pope Francis?
Daily Reflections
2019 Illumination Book Awards, Bronze: Catholic 2019 International Book Awards, Winner: Religion: Christian Inspiration
2019 Best Book Awards, Winner: Religion: Christian Inspirational 2018 Independent Press Awards, Winner: Spirituality,
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Contemporary Pope Francis has a simple, life-changing message for you: God’s love can grace each of us with a lasting
and sustaining hope, no matter how dark or confusing our situation. On Hope is Pope Francis at his most intimate and
most inspiring. “Life is often a desert, it is difficult to walk, but if we trust in God, it can become beautiful and wide as a
highway. Never lose hope; continue to believe, always, in spite of everything. Hope opens new horizons, making us
capable of dreaming what is not even imaginable.” --Pope Francis
The dangerous tendency to reduce theological positions to political ones has always fueled divisions in the Church, and it
plagues debates surrounding Pope Francis's teaching today. This collection of essays was born of a landmark
international symposium designed to promote theological understanding by contextualizing the thought of Pope
Francis—from his understanding of history to his theology of mission—within important theological conversations rarely
heard in the US Catholic Church. Its contributors demonstrate decisively that Pope Francis's magisterium is the fruit of a
profound and distinctive, yet deeply Catholic, intellectual engagement with the theological and ecclesial traditions of the
Church. Contributors include: Austen Ivereigh, Archbishop Christophe Pierre, Rodrigo Guerra López, Bishop Robert Barron,
Massimo Borghesi, Susan K. Wood, SCL, Rocco Buttiglione, Guzmán Carriquiry Lecour, Peter J. Casarella, Brian Y. Lee,
Thomas L. Knoebel
"A magnificent book, bursting with profound spiritual insights, from a man who has quickly become one of the greatest
spiritual teachers of our time." --James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage In the year since he was elected, Pope
Francis’s simple message of mercy, service, and renewal has spread to every corner of the world. Through his gentle
demeanor, selfless actions, and welcoming call for service to others, Pope Francis has captured the attention of a world
longing for an authentic message of hope—we want to hear what he has to say. Collected from Pope Francis’s speeches,
homilies, and papers presented during the first year of his papacy, The Church of Mercy is the first Vatican-authorized
book detailing his vision for the Catholic Church. From how to be citizens of the world to answering God’s call for
evangelization, Pope Francis's deep wisdom reminds us that the Church must move beyond its own walls and joyfully
bring God's mercy wherever suffering, division, or injustice exists. Named TIME Magazine’s 2013 “Person of the Year,”
Pope Francis is helping the Church continue toward an authentic Christianity that is faithful to the Gospel and resonant
with the world’s greatest needs. The Church of Mercy encourages each of us to ignite the flame within to help share the
light of Christ and revitalize the Church.
In this uplifting and practical book, written in collaboration with his biographer, Austen Ivereigh, the preeminent spiritual
leader explains why we must—and how we can—make the world safer, fairer, and healthier for all people now. In the
COVID crisis, the beloved shepherd of over one billion Catholics saw the cruelty and inequity of our society exposed more
vividly than ever before. He also saw, in the resilience, generosity, and creativity of so many people, the means to rescue
our society, our economy, and our planet. In direct, powerful prose, Pope Francis urges us not to let the pain be in vain.
He begins Let Us Dream by exploring what this crisis can teach us about how to handle upheaval of any kind in our own
lives and the world at large. With unprecedented candor, he reveals how three crises in his own life changed him
dramatically for the better. By its very nature, he shows, crisis presents us with a choice: we make a grievous error if we
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try to return to some pre-crisis state. But if we have the courage to change, we can emerge from the crisis better than
before. Francis then offers a brilliant, scathing critique of the systems and ideologies that conspired to produce the
current crisis, from a global economy obsessed with profit and heedless of the people and environment it harms, to
politicians who foment their people’s fear and use it to increase their own power at their people’s expense. He reminds us
that Christians’ first duty is to serve others, especially the poor and the marginalized, just as Jesus did. Finally, the Pope
offers an inspiring and actionable blueprint for building a better world for all humanity by putting the poor and the planet
at the heart of new thinking. For this plan, he draws not only on sacred sources, but on the latest findings from renowned
scientists, economists, activists, and other thinkers. Yet rather than simply offer prescriptions, he shows how ordinary
people acting together despite their differences can discover unforeseen possibilities. Along the way, he offers dozens of
wise and surprising observations on the value of unconventional thinking, on why we must dramatically increase women’s
leadership in the Church and throughout society, on what he learned while scouring the streets of Buenos Aires with
garbage-pickers, and much more. Let Us Dream is an epiphany, a call to arms, and a pleasure to read. It is Pope Francis at
his most personal, profound and passionate. With this book and with open hearts, we can change the world.
Francis: The People's Pope
Pilgrimage
A Way Forward for the Church
The Path of Change in Politics and Society
On Faith
The Definitive Biography
A commonly held impression is that Pope Francis is a compassionate shepherd and determined leader but that he lacks the intellectual
depth of his recent predecessors. Massimo Borghesi’s The Mind of Pope Francis: Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s Intellectual Journey
dismantles that image. Borghesi recounts and analyzes, for the first time, Bergoglio’s intellectual formation, exploring the philosophical,
theological, and spiritual principles that support the profound vision at the heart of this pope’s teaching and ministry. Central to that
vision is the church as a coincidentia oppositorum, holding together what might seem to be opposing and irreconcilable realities.
Among his guiding lights have been the Jesuit saints, Ignatius and Peter Faber; philosophers Gaston Fessard, Romano Guardini, and
Alberto Methol Ferrer; and theologians Henri de Lubac and Hans Urs von Balthasar. Recognizing how these various strands have come
together to shape the mind and heart of Jorge Mario Bergoglio offers essential insights into who he is and the way he is leading the
church. Notably, this groundbreaking book is informed by four interviews provided to the author, via audio recordings, by the pope
himself on his own intellectual formation, major portions of which are published here for the first time.
TIME Magazine’s Person of the Year: Pope Francis Learn about the First Jesuit Pope from America’s Leading Jesuit Publisher “Pope
Francis by Chris Lowney is that rare and splendid work that leaves you keenly excited and spiritually moved. The writing is lucid, vivid,
inviting, and rich. It’s a major achievement. I strongly recommend it to any Christian in a leadership role.” - Joseph Tetlow, SJ From
choosing to live in a simple apartment instead of the papal palace to washing the feet of men and women in a youth detention center,
Pope Francis’s actions contradict behaviors expected of a modern leader. Chris Lowney, a former Jesuit seminarian turned Managing
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Director for JP Morgan & Co., shows how the pope’s words and deeds reveal spiritual principles that have prepared him to lead the
Church and influence our world—a rapidly-changing world that requires leaders who value the human need for love, inspiration, and
meaning. Drawing on interviews with people who knew him as Father Jorge Bergoglio, SJ, Lowney challenges assumptions about what
it takes to be a great leader. In so doing, he reveals the “other-centered” leadership style of a man whose passion is to be with people
rather than set apart. Lowney offers a stirring vision of leadership to which we can all aspire in our communities, churches, companies,
and families.
Published in cooperation with the Vatican, this original collection brings the life and legacy of Saint Francis of Assisi to life through the
pope's uplifting and challenging words.By taking the name of one of the most venerated figures in Christendom, Pope Francis set a high
bar for his papacy. Saint Francis renounced wealth and honor in order to proclaim the Gospel message to a lost generation. His
exuberant love for God and radical example of Christian life awakened hope in countless followers and renewed the Church. Pope
Francis often speaks and writes about Franciscan ideals such as simplicity, humility, forgiveness, joy, compassion, peacemaking, and
care for creation. His inspirational homilies, addresses, and writings on these and other Franciscan themes are collected in this book for
the first time, giving you a simple way to renew your faith.
A behind-the-scenes view of the power struggles within the Vatican and “a look inside the byzantine halls of the institutional Catholic
Church.”—Publishers Weekly A journalist who has long covered the Vatican, Marco Politi takes us deep inside the struggle roiling the
Roman Curia and the Catholic Church worldwide, beginning with Benedict XVI, the pope who famously resigned in 2013, and
intensifying with the unexpected election of Jorge Mario Bergoglio, archbishop of Buenos Aires, now known as Pope Francis. Politi’s
account balances the perspectives of Pope Francis’s supporters, Benedict’s sympathizers, and those disappointed members of the laity
who feel alienated by the institution’s secrecy, financial corruption, and refusal to modernize. Politi dramatically recounts the sexual
scandals that have rocked the church and the accusations of money laundering and other financial misdeeds swirling around the
Vatican and the Italian Catholic establishment, and how Pope Francis’s attempts to address these crimes has been met with resistance
from entrenched factions. He writes of the decline in church attendance and vocations to the priesthood as the church continues to
prohibit divorced and remarried Catholics from receiving Communion. He visits European parishes where women perform the functions
of missing male priests—and where the remaining parishioners would welcome the ordination of women, if the church would allow it.
Pope Francis’s emphasis on pastoral compassion for all who struggle with the burden of family life has also provoked the ire of
traditionalists. He knows from experience what life is like for the poor in South America and elsewhere, and highlights the contrast
between the vital, vibrant faith of these parishioners and the disillusionment of European Catholics. As Pope Francis and his supporters
are locked in battle with the defenders of the traditional hard line and with ecclesiastical corruption, the future of Catholicism is at
stake—and it is far from certain Francis will succeed in saving the institution from decline.
On the Family
The Name of God Is Mercy
The Path to a Better Future
Through the Year with Pope Francis
Pope Francis: The Last Pope?
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Pope Francis

POPULAR PHILOSOPHY. The Name of God is Mercy, Pope Francis' exploration on the universal theme of mercy, is a spiritual
inspiration to both followers of Christianity and non-Christians around the world. Drawing on his own experience as a priest and
shepherd, Pope Francis discusses mercy, a subject of central importance in his religious teaching and testimony, and in addition
sums up other ideas - reconciliation, the closeness of God - that comprise the heart of his papacy. Written in conversation with
Vatican expert and La Stampa journalist Andrea Tornielli, The Name of God is Mercy is directed at everyone, inside or outside of
the Catholic Church, seeking meaning in life, a road to peace and reconciliation, or the healing of physical or spiritual wounds.
Pope Francis: The Last Pope? reveals the possible reasons for the choice of historical abdication of Benedict XVI and traces the
process that led to the election of Cardinal Bergoglio: the Pope who many have prophesized will be the last and will bring the
Catholic Church to its end. The book details the history of this prophecy, which was hidden away in the Vatican for hundreds of
years and predicts that the reign of the last Pope will herald the beginning of "great apostasy" followed by "great tribulation." It also
explores the recent scandals in the Catholic Church and addresses questions including What pressures decreed the end of the
pontificate of Benedict XVI? What powers have an interest for the Church to end? and What is the relationship between the
Vatican and the New World Order? Perfect for anyone interested in prophecies about the end times, Pope Francis: The Last Pope
reveals the truth about what numerology says about the last Pope and the darkness that may follow him, as well as fascinating
investigations into the gay lobby, Freemasonry, and the Jesuit agenda in the Vatican and how it relates to the first Borgia Pope,
the legend of the White Pope and the Black Pope, and how Benedict's resignation may fulfill an ancient prophecy.
The Catholic Church has been undoubtedly going through a period of profound crisis. Endless scandals and conspiracies have
plagued the Church in recent years, and with resignation of Pope Benedict XVI in February 2013, the Catholic community was left
in dire need of direction and spiritual renewal. Archbishop Jorge Bergoglio, elected to Saint Peter’s Throne on March 13, 2013, in
one of the briefest conclaves in history, represents a rekindled sense of hope for the Church’s 1.2 billion followers. The first Jesuit
to occupy the papacy, Pope Francis I is also the first pope ever to hail from the Americas, and has inspired an enormous sense of
pride, especially among Latin Americans and his native Argentina. Francis: A Pope for Our Time, The Definitive Biography
incisively chronicles Pope Francis’ ancestry, youth, call to faith, humble beginnings with the Society of Jesus, and rise through
Argentina’s ecclesiastical ranks, all the way to the Vatican. The book emphasizes His Holiness’ Jesuit background of humility,
poverty, and service that stands to reform the Vatican’s long history of lavish excess and removed otherworldly style of
leadership. This concise biography also details Jorge Bergoglio’s coming of age during the Peronist years, the challenges he
faced throughout Argentina’s brutal military dictatorship, as well as his political stance against the progressive policies of the
Kirchners. Known as the “Black Pope” (for his Jesuit garb), the “Pope of the Poor,” and the “Third World Pope,” such monikers
exemplify Pope Francis’ original and primary mandate: his pastoral commitment to society’s most underprivileged and
disenfranchised. His dedication to interreligious dialogue, accessibility to his community, and rejection of pomp in favor of
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simplicity promises to bring real-world leadership to a modern Church desperate to emerge from old-world precepts.
“[A] beautiful book of hope and inspiration . . . Pope Francis speaks frankly about problems facing the young and the elderly,
Catholic and non-Catholic.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) Pope Francis examines the role of millennials in the future of the
Catholic Church in this urgent call to believers of all generations to work together to build a better world. Since his election in 2013,
Pope Francis has reinvigorated the Catholic Church and become one of the most popular global leaders. Now, in this
extraordinary interview with journalist Thomas Leoncini, His Holiness reminds Catholics of all ages that “God is young; He is
always new.” God has energy, spontaneity, and the desire for change—youthful qualities that can be rallied to fight the many
problems facing the Catholic Church and the world at large. In this inspiring volume, published in English for the first time, Pope
Francis’s solution to these challenges is simple: a “revolution of tenderness” that unites believers of all ages in a mission to
remake the world. “God is young! God is the Eternal One who has no time, but is able to renew and rejuvenate Himself and all
things continually. The most distinctive attributes of the young are also His. He is young because He makes all things new and
loves innovation; because He astonishes and loves astonishment; because He dreams and wants us to dream.”—Pope Francis
Praise for God Is Young “Enlightening . . . The interview is extremely wide-ranging. [Pope Francis’s] answers contemplate not
only philosophy but such quotidian things as plastic surgery, pets, cell phones, consumerism, and more. The pope’s answers are
generous in their length, some being even mini homilies. But all are thoughtful and thought-provoking, of interest and benefit to
readers of all ages.”—Booklist (starred review)
Inspiring Words from Pope Francis
Dear Pope Francis
The Mind of Pope Francis
The Great Reformer
The People's Pontiff
The Church of Mercy

Recognize the name Jorge Mario Bergoglio? He loves soccer and dancing the tango. He is also the pope of the largest religion in the
world. He is Pope Francis. Learn about the pope's past, why people admire him, and what he may do for the Catholic Church in the
future. Primary sources with accompanying questions, multiple prompts, timeline, index, and glossary also included. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Following his critically acclaimed The Great Reformer, Austen Ivereigh's colorful, clear-eyed portrait of Pope Francis takes us
inside the Vatican's urgent debate over the future of the church in Wounded Shepherd. This deeply contextual biography centers on
the tensions generated by the pope’s attempt to turn the Church away from power and tradition and outwards to engage humanity
with God’s mercy. Through battles with corrupt bankers and worldly cardinals, in turbulent meetings and on global trips, history’s
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first Latin-American pope has attempted to reshape the Church to evangelize the contemporary age. At the same time, he has stirred
other leaders’ deep-seated fear that the Church is capitulating to modernity—leaders who have challenged his bid to create a more
welcoming, attentive institution. Facing rebellions over his allowing sacraments for the divorced and his attempt to create a more
"ecological" Catholicism, as well as a firestorm of criticism for the Church’s record on sexual abuse, Francis emerges as a leader of
remarkable vision and skill with a relentless spiritual focus—a leader who is at peace in the turmoil surrounding him. With
entertaining anecdotes, insider accounts, and expert analysis, Ivereigh’s journey through the key episodes of Francis’s reform in
Rome and the wider Church brings into sharp focus the frustrations and fury, as well as the joys and successes, of one of the most
remarkable pontificates of the contemporary age.
As leader of the Roman Catholic Church, the pope is the most visible spiritual leader in the world. The first non-European leader of
the church in more than 1,200 years, Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio of Argentina was elected pope in 2013. Taking the name Francis, the
new pope has captivated the world with messages of justice, tolerance, and concern for the poor. This accessible biography tells
Pope Francis’s life story, tracing his path to this important role in the church and on the world stage. It discusses his compassionate
acts and efforts to bring about change, which have created excitement about the church’s future.
A Pope Francis Lexicon is a collection of over fifty essays by an impressive set of insightful contributors from around the globe, each
writing on a specific word that has become important in the ministry of Pope Francis. Writers such as Sr. Simone Campbell,
Cardinal Blase Cupich, Cardinal Óscar Rodríguez Maradiaga, Fr. James Martin, Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle, Anglican
Archbishop Justin Welby, and Carolyn Woo explore the Pope’s use of words like joy, clericalism, money, family, and tears. Together,
they reveal what Francis’s use of these words says about him, his ministry and priorities, and their significance to the church, the
world, and the lives of individual Christians. The entire collection is introduced by a foreword by Ecumenical Patriarch
Bartholomew, the spiritual leader of Orthodox Christians worldwide, and a preface by one of Francis’s closest advisors, Cardinal
Seán O'Malley. This is no set of encyclopedia entries. It’s a reflective, inspiring, and often heartfelt book that offers engaging
answers to the question “What is this surprising Pope up to?” Themes and Contributors: Volume foreword Patriarch Bartholomew
Volume preface Cardinal Seán O'Malley, OFM Cap Baptism Cardinal Donald Wuerl Benedict XVI David Gibson Capitalism Bishop
Robert McElroy Careerism Cardinal Joseph Tobin, C.Ss.R. Church Elizabeth Stoker Bruenig Clerical abuse Francis Sullivan
Clericalism Archbishop Paul-André Durocher Collegiality Archbishop Mark Coleridge Conscience Austen Ivereigh Creation
Orthodox Fr. John Chryssavgis Curia Massimo Faggioli Dialogue Archbishop Roberto González Nieves, OFM Dignity Tina Beattie
Discernment Fr. James Martin, SJ Ecumenism Nontando Hadebe Embrace Simcha Fisher Encounter Archbishop Victor Manuel
Fernández Episcopal Accountability Katie Grimes Family Julie Hanlon Rubio Field Hospital Cardinal Blase Cupich Flesh Msgr.
Dario E. Viganò Gossip Kaya Oakes Grandparents Bill Dodds Hagen Lio Fr. Manuel Dorantes Hope Natalia Imperatori-Lee
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Immigrant Sr. Norma Seni Pimentel, MJ Indifference Sr. Carmen Sammut, MSOLA Jesus Fr. Agbonkhianmeghe E. Orobator, SJ Joy
Fr. Timothy Radcliffe, OP Judgment Michael O'Loughlin Justice Sr. Simone Campbell, SSS Leadership Kerry Alys Robinson
Legalism Sr. Teresa Forcades i Vila, OSB Martyrdom Bishop Borys Gudziak Mercy Archbishop Donald Bolen Miracles John Thavis
Money Andrea Tornielli Periphery Carolyn Y. Woo Prayer Bishop Daniel E. Flores Reform Cardinal Óscar Rodríguez Maradiaga,
SDB Refugee Rhonda Miska Saint Francis Fr. Michael Perry, OFM Satan Gregory K. Hillis Second Vatican Council Archbishop
Diarmuid Martin Service Phyllis Zagano Sheep Archbishop Justin Welby Sourpuss Fr James Corkery, SJ Tears Cardinal Luis
Antonio G. Tagle Throwaway culture Sr. Pat Farrell, OSF Women Astrid Lobo Gajiwala Worldliness Mollie Wilson O'Reilly Youth
Jordan Denari Duffner
The Spirit of Saint Francis
Pope Francis Says...
Discovering Pope Francis
Wounded Shepherd
On Hope
A Biography of Jorge Bergoglio
A New York Times Best Seller 2017 Illumination Book Awards, Gold (tie): Children’s Picture Book 2017 Independent Press Awards, Distinguished Favorite:
Book Cover Design, Children’s 2017 Catholic Press Association Book Awards, First Place: Children’s Books 2017 Catholic Press Association Book Awards, First
Place: Pope Francis 2017 Association of Catholic Publishers’ “Excellence in Publishing Book Awards,” Book of the Year If you could ask Pope Francis one
question, what would it be? Children have questions and struggles just like adults, but rarely are they given the chance to voice their concerns and ask the big
questions resting deep in their hearts. In Dear Pope Francis, Pope Francis gives them that chance and celebrates their spiritual depth by directly answering
questions from children around the world. Some are fun. Some are serious. And some will quietly break your heart. But all of them are from children who
deserve to know and feel God’s unconditional love. Also available in Spanish as Querido Papa Francisco. "Feels akin to sitting in on a series of intimate
conversations." -Publishers Weekly "The People's Pope shows that he is a down-to-earth man who understands both religion and children." -Kirkus Reviews
This first illustrated book about Pope Francis is a devotional keepsake, gathering the most inspiring images of the new papacy. This handsomely illustrated
volume pairs photographs of Pope Francis’s papacy with quotations from his published works, interviews, and homilies about his transformational vision for the
Church and humanity. Having long espoused a more tolerant and welcoming vision of the Church, Pope Francis has been hailed the "pope of the people" as he
captures minds and hearts with his joyful faith and his concern for those left behind by society. Pope Francis has spoken movingly about his spiritual life, his
hopes for church reform, his open-minded stance toward gays and lesbians, his views on women, and even his favorite movies. Accompanying these texts are
images that showcase the Pope’s warm, personal pastoral style—leaving the papal car to venture into the crowds, embracing the faithful, ministering to the poor,
and even washing the feet of hospital patients. Francis: The People’s Pope is designed to be treasured for years to come and will fill Catholics and non-Catholics
alike with hope, making a thoughtful and beautiful gift to be read again and again as a constant source of faith, understanding, and spiritual renewal.
From his first appearance on a Vatican balcony Pope Francis proved himself a Pope of Surprises. With a series of potent gestures, history's first Jesuit pope
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declared a mission to restore authenticity and integrity to a Catholic Church bedevilled by sex abuse and secrecy, intrigue and in-fighting, ambition and
arrogance. He declared it should be 'a poor Church, for the poor'. But there is a hidden past to this modest man with the winning smile. Jorge Mario Bergoglio
was previously a bitterly divisive figure. His decade as leader of Argentina's Jesuits left the religious order deeply split. And his behaviour during Argentina's
Dirty War, when military death squads snatched innocent people from the streets, raised serious questions – on which this book casts new light. Yet something
dramatic then happened to Jorge Mario Bergoglio. He underwent an extraordinary transformation. After a time of exile he re-emerged having turned from a
conservative authoritarian into a humble friend of the poor – and became Bishop of the Slums, making enemies among Argentina's political classes in the process.
For Pope Francis – Untying the Knots, Paul Vallely travelled to Argentina and Rome to meet Bergoglio's intimates over the last four decades. His book charts a
remarkable journey. It reveals what changed the man who was to become Pope Francis – from a reactionary into the revolutionary who is unnerving Rome's
clerical careerists with the extent of his behind-the-scenes changes. In this perceptive portrait Paul Vallely offers both new evidence and penetrating insights into
the kind of pope Francis could become.
A real-life story of Pope Francis, the 'People's Pope' and 266th leader of the Roman Catholic Church.
Pope Francis Among the Wolves
The Roots of Jorge Mario Bergoglio's Thinking
The People's Pope
Let Us Dream
Untying the Knots

Follow the amazing journey of Pope Francis, whose warmth and humility have made him beloved around the world. Jorge Mario
Bergoglio, aka Pope Francis, from Argentina, is the first Jesuit pope, the first from the Americas, and the first from the Southern
Hemisphere. Since being elected pope he has shown a humbler, less formal approach to his office than his predecessors: a warm style
that has been referred to as "no frills." His common touch and accessibility, as well as his insistence that the church be more open and
welcoming, has quickly endeared him not only to Roman Catholics but to millions of others around the world. This title in the New
York Times best-selling series includes eighty illustrations that help bring Pope Francis's amazing story to life.
Pope Francis: A Photographic Portrait of the People's Pope offers a rare look at life behind the scenes with His Holiness Pope Francis.
Inspiring photographs from one of Pope Francis' official photographers, Rodolfo Felici, capture both significant and informal events,
from papal visits throughout the world to spontaneous moments at the Vatican, creating an exceptionally intimate portrait of the pope
and an inside look at papal life. In Pope Francis: A Photographic Portrait of the People's Pope, this close-up is coupled with the inside
knowledge of author Father Michael Collins, a former adviser at the Vatican, who provides a complete look at the workings of the
papacy and the Holy City. Created in full cooperation with the Vatican, Pope Francis: A Photographic Portrait of the People's Pope is
a beautiful tribute to His Pope Francis, the first Jesuit and Latin American pope and a true pope of the people.
A down-to-earth and deeply intimate portrait of Pope Francis and his faith, based on interviews with the men and women who knew
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him simply as Jorge Mario Bergoglio Early on the evening of March 13, 2013, the newly elected Pope Francis stepped out onto the
balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica and did something remarkable: Before he imparted his blessing to the crowd, he asked the crowd to
bless him, then bowed low to receive this grace. In the days that followed, Mark K. Shriver—along with the rest of the world—was
astonished to see a pope who paid his own hotel bill, eschewed limousines, and made his home in a suite of austere rooms in a Vatican
guesthouse rather than the grand papal apartment in the Apostolic Palace. By setting an example of humility and accessibility, Francis
breathed new life into the Catholic Church, attracting the admiration of Catholics and non-Catholics alike. In Pilgrimage, Shriver
retraces Francis’s personal journey, revealing the origins of his open, unpretentious style and explaining how it revitalized Shriver’s
own faith and renewed his commitment to the Church. To help us understand how Jorge Mario Bergoglio became Pope Francis,
Shriver travels to Bergoglio’s native Argentina to meet with the people who knew him as a child, as a young Jesuit priest, and as a
reformist bishop. Shriver visits the confessional where Bergoglio first felt called to a faith-based life and takes us to the humble parish
where the future pontiff’s pastoral career began: in a church created from a converted vegetable shed in an area just outside the city of
Buenos Aires. In these impoverished surroundings, Bergoglio answered Christ’s call to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and shelter
the homeless, following the example set by his papal namesake, St. Francis of Assisi. In this deeply reported yet highly personal book,
Mark K. Shriver explores how Francis's commitment has struck a chord in the hearts of millions who long to make faith, love,
humility, and mercy part of their lives as they go out into the world to serve and learn from the most marginalized. Praise for
Pilgrimage “Well-researched . . . Pilgrimage shines a light on [Pope Francis’s] unexplored aspects. . . . A very timely and important
addition to the literature on the life and person and thinking of Pope Francis. Everybody interested in Pope Francis will enjoy reading
this biography.”—The Washington BookReview “Apt to stir the soul of readers . . . While this is a rich telling of Bergoglio’s life and
ascension to the papacy, it is more movingly a spiritual memoir that draws us deep into a knowing of this at once humble and soulstirring rekindler of faith.”—Chicago Tribune “A fascinating portrait of a man and a nourishing account of spiritual
yearning.”—Booklist “This fast-paced and fascinating tale takes us on Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s pilgrimage from his grandmother’s knee
in the Italian-Argentine community, through years of success and sorrow in the tumultuous country that he loved, to his surprise
election as Pope Francis.”—Cokie Roberts, New York Times bestselling author of Capital Dames: The Civil War and the Women of
Washington, 1848–1868 “All people of good faith, including those whose lives are not guided by religious beliefs, will be inspired and
enlightened by the compelling manner in which Pilgrimage brings us closer to the heart and mind of Jorge Mario Bergoglio, Pope
Francis. I highly recommend this book; it will make a difference in your life.”—Cardinal Seán O’Malley, OFM Cap.
From the moment Pope Francis stepped on to the balcony of St Peter's, people around the globe sensed that not only the Catholic
Church, but the world at large, could be entering a new spiritual, political and social age. The pomp and circumstance that had
characterised the Vatican for as long as most people could remember evaporated as Francis asked the throng gathered in the square to
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"pray over" him before he gave his first blessing. Not since John XXIII, had a new Pope opened the windows of the Church so widely
to let in some much needed fresh air. This biography of Pope Francis charts Jorge Mario Bergoglio's formation as a priest and bishop
against the dramatic backdrop of Argentina's turbulent politics and the challenging principles he adopted as a member of the Jesuit
order. It examines critically the extent to which his social conscience was influenced by the legacy of the country's controversial
president General Peron and his wife Evita, and questions his moral standing during the Argentina military junta's ‘Dirty War' when he
was accused of not having done enough on behalf of the victims, including fellow Jesuit priests. Few Vatican elections have generated
as much interest as that of Cardinal Jose Bergoglio. Francis, Pope of Good Promise, the first detailed biography to include an analysis
of Pope Francis's first year at the Vatican, will appear just as he makes his first visit to the US.
Pope Francis: Life and Revolution
Open to God: Open to the World
A Conversation
Why He Leads the Way He Leads
My Search for the Real Pope Francis
Jorge Mario Bergoglio's Intellectual Journey
In Italy, they call him il Papa, which means “The Father.” Until his unprecedented election, author and friend Elisabetta
Piqué called him Padre Jorge. He may have changed his name to become Pope Francis, but it did not change their
friendship. Since Jorge Mario Bergoglio became Pope Francis in 2013, countless books have been written to help the
world understand this deeply complex yet simple servant of God. What sets Pope Francis: Life and Revolution apart from
all other biographies of Pope Francis is the careful research and original investigation behind it, along with the fact that it
is written by an internationally respected journalist̶Elisabetta Piqué̶who has remained close to the Pope since first
meeting him back in 2001. Over 75 individuals were interviewed for Pope Francis: Life and Revolution, including lay
people, priests, bishops, and cardinals who have known or worked with Francis at various times in his life. Insights from
these people, as well as from friends and family members, allow us to see a profoundly personal side of the Pope. His
humility and humanity, courage and conviction, and warmth and wisdom are revealed as Piqué shares little-known
episodes from Francisʼs life. With a foreword by Cardinal Seán OʼMalley, O.F.M. Cap., Pope Francis: Life and Revolution
is the definitive resource and narrative of a man personally known by few and revered and respected by many. Pope
Francis: Life and Revolution reveals a man consistent in his beliefs and actions. He is a spiritual leader unwavering in his
love for God, whose inner joy and peace move him̶and can inspire us̶to serve the least, the last, and the lost. Also
available in Spanish! El Papa Francisco: vida y revolución
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A biography of Pope Francis that describes how this revolutionary thinker will use the power of his position to challenge
and redirect one of the world's most formidable religions An expansive and deeply contextual work, at its heart The Great
Reformer is about the intersection of faith and politics--the tension between the pope's innovative vision for the Church
and the obstacles he faces in an institution still strongly defined by its conservative past. Based on extensive interviews in
Argentina and years of study of the Catholic Church, Ivereigh tells the story not only of Jorge Mario Bergoglio, the
remarkable man whose background and total commitment to the discernment of God's will transformed him into Pope
Francis--but the story of why the Catholic Church chose him as their leader. With the Francis Revolution just beginning,
this biography will provide never-before-explained context on how one man's ambitious program began--and how it will
likely end--through an investigation of Francis's youth growing up in Buenos Aires and the dramatic events during the
Perón era that shaped his beliefs; his ongoing conflicts and disillusionment with the ensuing doctrines of an authoritarian
and militaristic government in the 1970s; how his Jesuit training in Argentina and Chile gave him a unique understanding
and advocacy for a "Church of the Poor"; and his rise from Cardinal to the papacy.
In Walking with Jesus: A Way Forward for the Church, Pope Francis urges us to make Jesus central in our individual
lives and in the collective life of the Church̶to walk toward him, and ultimately to walk with him at all times and in all
places. With a foreword by Archbishop of Chicago Blase J. Cupich, Pope Francisʼs first major appointment in the United
States, Walking with Jesus offers the Church a much-needed way forward, past its inner and outer walls, as it fearlessly
follows Christ toward the future.
A collection of homilies, speeches, and “messages of the day” that brings together Pope Francisʼs wisdom on finding
happiness in the here and now For Pope Francis, the appreciation of our everyday lives is a spiritual undertaking. Joy is
a divine attribute, and creating joy around us an essential part of faith. Every homily and speech in this book delivers, in
warm, engaging language accessible to believers and nonbelievers alike, a key lesson, instructing readers on finding
love and happiness in a chaotic world. Along the way, Pope Francis discusses the sanctity of womenʼs rights, talks about
how the love of sports can bring out our best qualities, and explains why fighting discrimination is the essence of loving
thy neighbor. He shares personal stories and anecdotes from his life, provides comforting messages of hope, and
discusses the ways flawed families can make you a better person. The core ideas of Francisʼs papacy̶mercy, support
for marginalized people, and diplomacy̶shine through. Praise for Happines in This Life “Though the title of the book
mentions happiness, this collection of thoughts addresses something much deeper̶joy. Bringing together excerpts from
Pope Francisʼs sermons, speeches, prayers, and addresses, these pieces address a range of themes, from mercy and
humility to simplicity and family. . . . Readers will be encouraged to clear away the cacophony of modern society and
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embrace the simplicity of joy. A book as loving and encouraging as the man himself seems to be.”̶Booklist “With this
wide-ranging collection of writings, homilies, and addresses, the current pontiff dispels any notion that religious practice is
dour and antiquated. . . . It brings together the popeʼs most affecting passages to inspire Catholics (and those of other
faiths) to lift up those around them.”̶Publishers Weekly “Reminiscent of the gentle encouragement of the Dalai Lama . .
. Family-centered and practical̶especially on difficult matters of familial contention̶these homilies are, on the whole,
gentle encouragements to do the right thing. . . . [This] collection offers clear insight into the popeʼs doctrinal
concerns.”̶Kirkus Reviews
A Photographic Portrait of the People's Pope
The Inside Story of a Revolution
The Story of the Holy Father
Pope Francis and His Struggle to Convert the Catholic Church
The Pope Answers Letters from Children Around the World
A Future of Faith
Pope Francis celebrates women in the Church and the world, seen through the lens of Mary, the mother of Jesus, in this
enlightening new work. “Mary was not omnipotent, she was a normal woman: full of grace, but normal. The power is that
grace of the Holy Spirit. Mary is full of the Holy Spirit, who accompanies her for her entire life.”—Pope Francis In Ave Maria,
Pope Francis explores and unpacks line by line the meaning of the Ave Maria prayer, while celebrating women and all they
do as leaders, friends, sisters, and mothers. Teaming up again with theologian Marco Pozza, Francis illuminates Mary’s
simple and complex nature and how her example challenges all of us to lead lives of faith, hope, and perseverance. In the
end, she is an icon not just for the religious but for all who look to grow more deeply in their purpose in life.
2020 International Book Awards, Winner: Religion: Christian Inspirational 2020 Illumination Book Awards, Silver: Catholic
2020 Independent Press Awards, Winner: Christian 2019 Independent Press Awards, Winner: Religion: Non-Fiction Read
the inspiring words of Pope Francis to discover the transforming power of faith. Drawing on examples of faith from the Old
and New Testaments, as well as examples from his own life of faith at work in the world, Pope Francis demonstrates that
faith, like hope, is rooted in love. On Faith brings us Pope Francis’s encouragement to live our faith as individuals and in
community. “True faith is that which makes us more charitable, more merciful, more honest, and more humane. It moves our
hearts to love everyone without counting the cost. It spurs us on to live out a culture of encounter, dialogue, respect, and
fraternity.” —Pope Francis
Taken from a variety of addresses and homilies delivered by Pope Francis, this collection can be used as meditations that
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will inspire and challenge you, push you deeper into Scripture, and fill you with gratitude for God's personal love for you.
On March 13, the cardinals of the Catholic Church, gathered to elect a successor to a living Pope for the first time in 600
years, announced a dramatic shift. By elevating Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio of Argentina to become Pope Francis the
266th Pontiff, the cardinals were naming the first-ever Pope from the growing New World to take the helm of the church at a
crucial moment. It was a stunning move by a 2,000-year-old institution that has immense influence—with 1.2 billion
adherents worldwide—and huge problems, including a decade-old sex-abuse scandal that has shattered faith in the
institution, a shortage of priests and secular trends that have drained the church of members and challenged its relevancy in
a changing world. From the shocking decision by Pope Benedict XVI to retire, to the introduction of Pope Francis, from the
back streets of Buenos Aires to the front row at St. Peter's Square, reporters from The Wall Street Journal have chronicled
these dramatic weeks in the life of the oldest institution in the world. Now, in a new e-book, Journal reporters will present a
detailed, timely and original biography of the new Pope Francis, as well as new insight on the bargaining and drama that
surrounded his rise. Pope Francis will present the full, in-depth story of the church's change in direction and the man
charged with leading it, and consider how Pope Francis might address the years of scandal and shortcomings while leading
Catholics worldwide toward a deeper faith.
Happiness in This Life
Conversations with Jorge Bergoglio
Francis and the Making of a Radical Pope
Ave Maria
Money, Masons and Occultism in the Decline of the Catholic Church
Walking with Jesus
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